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of the Royal Society of London. It is 150 pages long,
with pen-and-ink sketches, and is published in a modest
edition of 15,000 copies. Perhaps the most interesting of
these popular science books has the unpromising title
'Guide to the Zoo Park', by Shklyar.1 It is a book
about the work of the Young Naturalists' League, which
for two decades has inspired young people to take up
biology as a career. Many research biologists in Russia
today received their first stimulus from Shklyar and his
associates; and through a sort of 'mass observation' of
animals, the Young Naturalists have added substantially
to our knowledge of animal behaviour.
Scientific Films
A Government film studio, known as * Voentechfilm * is
responsible for making scientific films. There is great
enthusiasm in Russia over scientific films, but the enthusiasts
have to contend with two major-difficulties. The first i&
that the technique of production is still backward in Russia.
The second is that cinemas are primitive, flea-ridden, and so
overcrowded that long queues form for all performances;
and projection equipment in clubs, schools, and universities,
is very scarce. Nevertheless there is plenty of enterprise,
and the" plans are ambitious and are being steadily fulfilled.
There is a periodic Festival of Scientific and Historical
Films- In 1945 it lasted for a month. Films were shown
which illustrated the life and work of Pavlov and Michurin.
Other films described advances in medicine and agriculture;
and others were about the geography of the Soviet Union.
A notable natural-history film in 1945 was ' The Law of
Eternal Love * in which the star rdles are played by a
family of foxes, and the theme is the maternal instinct in
animals and birds. Another nature film, ' Insects of the
Sun', deals excellently with the life of the bee. Other
scientific films released in 1946 were * The Eclipse of thr
1 Published in 1935.

